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1 INTRODUCTION

Modeling activity chaining behavior is a complicated research theme in activity-based travel
demand analysis. Basically, an activity chain denotes an ordered sequence of
planned/unplanned activities connected by trips on a daily basis under space-time,
institutional and household constraints. The realization of an activity program involves
heuristical rescheduling behavior at the moment of execution. This rescheduling process is
difficult to observe and the resulting travel choice usually depends on individual’s available
time and related constraints. Previous studies indicated that travel decision with respect to the
realization of an activity program is opportunistically undertaken depending not only on the
activities previously conducted but also on the opportunities provided by later occurring
activities (Doherty et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2002). The traditional trip-based traffic demand
analysis cannot catch the dependency of sequential travel decision on the basis of the
realization of the activity chain.

This paper suggests a dynamic activity chaining model and proposes an arc-based
Cross Entropy (CE) approach to approximate activity-chain-based dynamic user equilibrium
(Rubinstein, 1999; Helvik and Wittner, 2001; Ma and Lebacque, 2007b). A multiagent
approach is proposed for complex activity chaining behavior modeling and simulation on a
multimodal road network. Different with traditional trip-based approaches, the proposed
activity-based approach considers travel demand as subsidiary decisions resulting from
activity chaining behavior, provided individual’s (agent’s) scheduled activity program. Based
on the average performance of travel/activity choice updated on a day-to-day basis, these
agents are guided to utilize more attractive destination/departure time/path choice. In this
study, an arc-based CE method is proposed by extending previous path-based CE method.
The complex activity-chain-based dynamical user equilibrium condition is formulated by
applying dynamic programming approach. Each agent is considered as a rational expected
utility maximizing user aiming to, at each activity location, maximizing total expected utility
gain for not yet implemented activities in his/her activity program. This optimal strategy for
travel/activity choice is based on the principle of optimality of Bellman, resulting in an
approximate of activity-chain-based dynamic user equilibrium.
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2 MODEL FORMULATION

We model and simulate agent’s travel/activity demand in a sequential way, provided his/her
pre-planned activity program. The agent’s activity chaining behavior is stated as follows. Let
each agent have a fixed activity program to engage in a period of time. Keeping planned
activities in mind, each agent makes his/her transport mode and destination-chain choice at
home and then conducts sequentially the departure time and route choice for the next activity
to be conducted. We assume that each activity possesses a gross economic value/utility. As
the activity value is generally difficult to measure, its value is assumed to have an exponential
distribution (Leurent, 1999). The travel/activity choice probability depends on its average
performance measured by the gross economic value of activity minus its generalized travel
cost. Although the proposed model simplifies complex agent’s decision making, it captures
the essential of travel-cost/activity-value tradeoff in the activity program realization process. 

2.1 Activity program and gross value of activity chain

Let an activity program g be defined as an ordered sequence of planned activities that one
agent would like to engage during a period of time, i.e.:  

},...,,...,2,1,0{ nig =                                                                                                      (1)

where i denotes ith planned activity. Each activity is characterized by its desired starting time
τ  and its activity type σ . The sequence of desired starting times of activities satisfy

nτ<<τ≤ ...0 0 . A trip-chain of activity program g with origin o is defined as an ordered

sequence of paths linking all scheduled activity locations: 
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where o is home location, and ir  is the path connecting two consecutive activities i-1 and i.
o
gU   denotes the set of trip-chains for activity program g with departure origin o and 

iikR
,1−
 the

set of paths connecting the origin-destination (OD) pair k of activity i-1 and i. Let the network
be represented by a directed graph ),( EVG =  with V being the set of nodes and E the set of
arcs. We denote O the set of origins, D the set of destinations of activities and

}}{),(),{( DOjijiK ∪∈∀= be the set of possible OD pairs. Following previous study (Ma

and Lebacque, 2006), we assume that the activities are distributed at destinations with limited
supplies. Its economic value/utility with respect to the destination d follows an exponential
probability distribution function (pdf) as: 

DdmvvP dddd ∈∀−λ−λ= )),(exp()(                                                                                (3)

where  dmv ≥  and 0≥λd . 
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By assuming the additivity of economic value, the net activity value obtained at destination is
calculated as its gross activity value minus its generalized path cost. The later is composed of
two parts, one being its trip time and the other the early/late arrival penalty with respect to
expected starting time of activity. Based on boundedly-rational behavior assumption
(Mahmassani and Chang, 1985), an indifference interval is introduced to reflect the tolerable
schedule variation. The generalized trip cost of the path ir , connecting the destinations of the

scheduled activity i-1 and i, is formulated as:

),0max(),0max()()( arrarr ∆−τ−×µ+−∆−τ×µ+µ×π= βα iddirr iiii
ttttC                                    (4)

where )(t
ir

π  is the travel time of path ir  when entering the initial point of the path at time t,
arr

idt  the arrival time at the destination id  of activity i. µ  is the unitary economic value of

travel time. αµ  and βµ  are unitary penalty associated with early and late arrival, respectively.

∆  is the half of tolerable schedule delay interval without penalty. 
The net value of activity i obtained by an agent at destination depends on the agent’s: (1)
leaving time from previous activity i-1; (2) arrival time to next activity i; (3) path choice. The
net activity value is defined as:  

)()(),,( 11
*

−− −= iriiiiii tCtvttrv
i

                                                                                            (5)

where )( ii tv  is the economic value of activity i obtained at destination when arriving at time

it . )( 1−ir tC
i

 is the generalized travel cost of path ir  when entering the initial point of the path

at time 1−it , i.e. the time of leaving previous activity i-1. 

Based the above equation, the net activity value of activity chain ),( tuvog  is calculated

as the sum of net activity values of each activity, i.e. 

ogttrvtuv
gi

iiiiog ∀∀= ∑
∈∀

− ,,),,(),( 1
*                                                                                    (6)       

where u denotes a trip chain. t is the entering time of transport network.

2.2 Dynamical user equilibrium based on activity chain

We consider a long-term predictive dynamic user equilibrium given agents’ fixed activity
programs. Different with traditional trip-based models, the proposed activity-chain-based
model implies that agent’s optimal decision rule is based on the maximization of future
expected net activity value gains under traffic and activity availability dynamics. The dynamic
user equilibrium problem in question is essential the same as a sequential decision making
problem for which each agent tends to find a non-cooperative optimal rule for limited
resources. This problem has been recognized as difficult to solve and been remaining an
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active research issue in the domain of artificial intelligence, computer science and economics
(Littman, 1996).

Hence, the activity-chain-based dynamical user equilibrium can be stated as an extension
of Wardrop principle (Wardrop, 1952) as: 

“Agents of the same attributes settings, i.e. the same origin, mode availability and
activity program, the expected total net activity value at each decision making stage,
resulting from destination, departure time and path choice, is equal and no less than
that of unused choice alternatives”. 

For agents at activity i-1, the optimal travel choice for the next activity i is based on the
principle of optimality of Bellman:  

 ])())(([Emaxarg)( 111
*

)(1
*

1
∑
≥

−−−∈−
−

=
is

ssssstAaii tstavta
ii

                                                                 (7)

where ),,()( 1
*

1
*

−− = iii

def

ii ttrta  is the optimal travel choice at time 1−it  for next activity i with

respect to route choice *
ir , time 1−it  at the activity i-1 and time it  arriving to the activity i,

conditional on agent’s current state )( 11 −− ii ts . )( 1−itA  is the feasible travel choice set at time

1−it  with respect to departure time and path choice. ))(( 1
*

−sss tav  denotes the net activity value

of next activity s. Given the above optimal decision rule, the activity-chain-based dynamic
user equilibrium is the sequence of optimal solution of the equation (7). The difficulty
remains on the computing of optimal probability distributions with respect to agent’s
destination-chain, departure time and path choice. We address this issue in the next section.   

3 SOLUTION ALGORITHM

To solve user equilibrium problem under multimodal simulation-based traffic flow model, we
propose the arc-based CE approach to derive iteratively optimal probability distributions
guiding agents to construct their routes incrementally to destinations. This proposed approach
is very suitable for multiagent framework since it is arc/node-based for agent’s path choice,
avoiding the difficulty of path enumeration for all OD pairs. The CE approach derives optimal
choice probability distribution based on average performance sampled at previous day
(iteration) such that agents of the same class (competing the same activity/transport supply)
shift to more valuable alternatives at next iteration. It is also shown that this method is more
efficient than dynamical system approach since it optimizes the adjustment step size towards
unique/multiple equilibrium points. The reader is referred to (Ma and Lebacque, 2007b; Ma,
2007c) for more details and applications.  

Note that the path choice probability in the proposed approach is the multiplication of
sequential arc/node choice probability of its path. The rationale of this approach is that the
sequence of probability laws should converge towards a law concentrated on optimal paths.
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The detail of proposed algorithm for solving dynamic activity-chain-based user equilibrium
problem is described as follows. 

Main algorithm

The proposed approach to compute activity-chain-based dynamic user equilibrium is stated as
follows. Each agent constructs a path-chain connecting each of activity destinations of his/her
activity program. Each path connecting two consecutive activity destinations is constructed as
follows. Conditional with the destination chain determined at origin, an agent selects
departure time for next activity at current location, and then incrementally moves to an next
outgoing arc/node until the destination. When arriving at destination, the obtained gross
activity value and general travel cost is evaluated. This process is repeated until the agent’s
activity program is accomplished. After all agents complete his/her program, the related
choice probability distributions with respect to destination-chain, departure time and outgoing
arc/node choice are updated according to the performance of related travel choice.  

Step 1: Initialization
Initialize uniform pdf for destination-chain and departure time choice for all agents. The
departure time choice interval for any activity i is considered within the desired starting time
interval ],[ 1 ii ττ −  of two consecutive activities i and i-1. For outgoing node choice at node x

with respect to OD pair k, we associate a set of OD dependent probability distribution xkP ,

Kk ∈∀ for all nodes. The initialization of xkP  is stated as follows (Rubinstein, 1999).

1. Initialize uniform pdf for outgoing node choice for all Vx∈  and Kk ∈ .

2. Generate N random paths for all Kk ∈  based on })({ xypP yxkxk
+Λ∈= , 0≥∀ yxkp  with

)(x+Λ  being the set of outgoing nodes of x. Evaluate path costs and order them from

lowest to highest. Then calculate ρ -quantile of the path cost  NC ρ , i.e.  Nρ th lowest cost (

 a  denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to a). Note that ρ  is set small, say

3.01.0 ≤ρ≤ , such that each outgoing node choice probability is not too small. 

3. Update yxkp  as:
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where 
 

),(1 ][ yx
Nr CC ρ≤  is an indicator if (x, y) belongs to the path r where its OD travel cost

satisfies  Nr CC ρ≤ . Increase iteration by 1. 

4. If maximum iteration is achieved or xkP  keeps unchanged, then stop, otherwise go to 2.           
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Step 2: Route construction and net activity value evaluation
Each agent moves from origin to each of activity destinations according to the destination-
chain, departure time and outgoing node choice. When arrival to each of destination, the agent
obtains a gross economic value and decides the departure time for next activity. The suitable
departure time choice interval iT  for next scheduled activity i is considered between agent’s

arrival time 1−it  at activity i-1, and the desired starting time iτ  of next activity i. We assume

that agents choose a departure time interval and then randomly choose a departure time
instant within it. This process is repeated until all activities in his/her activity program are
completed. 

Step 3: Choice probability update
The choice probability distributions with respect to destination-chain, departure time and
outgoing node choice are updated as follows. Note that the choice probability distributions are
updated when all agents have finished his/her activity program.  

Destination chain choice probability update 
The choice probability of destination-chain d, conditional on agent’s activity program g and
his/her origin o. The choice probability is updated based on the summation of normalized net
activity values obtained at each of activity destinations. It is defined as:  
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ogvd  being the average net activity value for

agents of the same destination-chain choice with origin o and activity program g, similarly for
w

ogv . maxmax, =wvd { og
w
ogv Ddd ∈∀ˆ }, ogD  is the set of possible destination-chains for origin o

and activity program g. w
ogγ  is the control parameter with respect to o and g at the iteration w.

The above equation represents agent’s normalized relative net activity value with respect to
the destination chain d , origin o and activity program g. 

Departure time choice probability update
The probability of discretized departure time choice h, conditional on agent’s activity program
g, OD pair k, and desired starting time τ  of next activity i, is updated as follows:      
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activity value for agents of the same attributes in terms of k, g, and iτ . 
iTH
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 is the set of the

discretized time intervals within the time interval ittT iiii
∀τ= −−τ )],,max(,[ 11 . Similarly, the

average net activity value w
hkgv τ  and w

kgv τ  are defined as that for precedent step. 

Outgoing arc/node choice probability update
The choice probability of next outgoing node y from node x, conditional on agent’s OD pair k,
is updated as follows: 
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where w
xk

w
yxk

w
yxk CCC /~

=  is the normalized average travel cost of OD pair k. w
yxkC  and w

xkC ,

represent agents’ realized average travel cost for paths passing the arc (x, y) and the node x,
respectively. 

Step 4: Stopping criteria
When maximum iteration is achieved or the derived choice probability distributions are
stable, stop, otherwise go to step 2.

4 NUMERICAL STUDY 

In this section, we present numerical results for a grid road network of 60 nodes and 208 arcs.
The length of arcs (road section) is randomly set between 1km and 5km. The number of lanes
is set uniformly as 2 for all arcs. For the demand setting, two classes of users are considered:
(1) car with travel speed of 90 km/hr; (2) bus with that of 45km/hr. For each class, we set 200
agents at origin nodes 11 and 50 (Fig. 1). The activity destinations are located at node 7, 14,
26, 28, 35, 42, and 56. The parameter dm  (average gross activity value at destination d) of Eq.

(3) at the above destinations is set as 10, 20, 40, 30, 25, 15, and 55 (euros), respectively. dλ  is

set as 4 for all destinations. For simplicity, each agent has an activity program of two
activities with desired starting time at 9:00 and 11:00, respectively. The activity supply is set
as sufficiently large (4000 activities/destination) for all destinations. The traffic flow model is
based on the extended point queue model (Kuwahara and Akamatsu, 1997; Ma and Lebacque,
2007a). However, more elaborated models could be applied in real application (Lebacque et
al., 2007). The discretized departure time choice interval is set as 5 minutes. The unitary
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travel cost and early/late arrival penalty are set as 7 euros/hour, 4 euros/hour and 15
euros/hour, respectively.      

Fig. 2 (left). shows the convergence result of total net activity value of agents with
respect to origins and transport mode. The difference of total net activity value between 4
classes of agents (2 modes multiplied by 2 origins) reflects that agents of class car and origin
50 have more advantage to occupy better activities (lower travel time to arrive to the
destinations with higher activity value). Fig. 3 depicts the evolution of choice probability of
destination-chain 26-56 for agents from origin 11 (left) and 56-26 for origin 50 (right). The
results show that the probabilities of best destination-chain choice (with higher gross activity
values (40 and 55 euros/activity, respectively) than other destinations) increase rapidly to 1.
However, the probabilities of other destination-chain choices decrease rapidly to 0. Fig. 4
shows the evolution of choice probability over outgoing nodes along the shortest path 11-12-
13-14-15-16-26. The results show that the choice probability of outgoing node on the shortest
path increase gradually (Fig. 4) and the general travel cost decreased rapidly at early stage and
then stabilize (Fig. 2 (right)).     

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

50

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

12 13 15 16 17 18 19 2013 15 16 17 18 19 2015 16 17 18 19 20

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

51 52 53 54 55 57 58 59 60

Road link in two directions

Road link Origin Destination

11

56

Shortest path

Figure 1. Grid road network example
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5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, a dynamical activity-chaining model is proposed to capture individual’s travel
behavior under temporal and spatial constraints. The resulting dynamic system equilibrium is
approximated on the basis of agent’s daily learning and adaptation for its activity chaining
according to the overall performance of the activity program execution. We have proposed a
arc-based Cross Entropy approach to compute the approximate of activity chain based user
equilibrium in a multimodal network. The solution algorithm is based on the concept that the
equilibrium choice probability distributions concerning destination-chain, departure time and
path choice is iteratively estimated based on the expectation of travel/activity choice
performance. Future extensions include the study of the behavior of proposed CE approach
based on a multimodal transport network and also the equilibrium stability as the presence of
multiple equilibriums.
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